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Abstract—Entity linking aims to link ambiguous mentions
to their corresponding entities in a knowledge base, which is
significant and fundamental for various downstream applica-
tions, e.g., knowledge base completion, question answering, and
information extraction. While great efforts have been devoted
to this task, most of these studies follow the assumption that
large-scale labeled data is available. However, when the labeled
data is insufficient for specific domains due to labor-intensive
annotation work, the performance of existing algorithms will
suffer an intolerable decline. In this paper, we endeavor to solve
the problem of few-shot entity linking, which only requires a
minimal amount of in-domain labeled data and is more practical
in real situations. Specifically, we firstly propose a novel weak
supervision strategy to generate non-trivial synthetic entity-
mention pairs based on mention rewriting. Since the quality of the
synthetic data has a critical impact on effective model training,
we further design a meta-learning mechanism to assign different
weights to each synthetic entity-mention pair automatically.
Through this way, we can profoundly exploit rich and precious
semantic information to derive a well-trained entity linking
model under the few-shot setting. The experiments on real-world
datasets show that the proposed method can extensively improve
the state-of-the-art few-shot entity linking model and achieve
impressive performance when only a small amount of labeled
data is available. Moreover, we also demonstrate the outstanding
ability of the model’s transferability. Our code and models will
be open-sourced.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge bases, such as DBpedia [1], YAGO [2], Free-
base [3] and WordNet [4], have been proposed to manage
enormous amount of information due to the exponentially
increasing of data in recent years [5], [6]. In particular,
knowledge bases contain extensive information about the real
worlds’ entities, semantic classes, and mutual relationship,
which are mostly extracted from the data in the form of
natural language. However, the same entity may correspond
to different names/words/mentions, and different entities may
mean the same name/word/mention in different corpora/do-
mains/sentences, which would cause the ambiguities or errors
in knowledge bases. Hence, entity linking, aiming to link
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ambiguous mentions to their corresponding entities, has drawn
extensive attention from both academia and industry, and mas-
sive prominent methods have been proposed [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12]. In addition, entity linking can facilitate various tasks
such as knowledge base completion [13], [14], [15], question
answering [16], [17], [18], and information extraction [19],
[20], [21]. For example, many question answering systems,
benefiting from the development of entity linking technology,
can answer users’ questions more precisely; entity linking can
also improve the accuracy of information extraction results
due to the consideration of the semantic context. In summary,
entity linking is an essential technique for knowledge bases
since it resolves the lexical ambiguity of entity mentions and
determines their meanings.

The essential challenge of entity linking task is how to
embed the mention context and entities more accurately. The
early methods based on statistics mainly utilized feature engi-
neering to construct semantic representation [22], [23], [24],
[25]. Inspired by the rapid development of deep learning
technology, a new generation of approaches for entity linking
based on neural models and deep learning has emerged.
They have managed to excel in entity linking as in many
other natural language processing tasks due to their ability
to learn useful deep distributed representations of linguistic
data [26], [27], [28], and significant improvements over exist-
ing approaches [29], [30], [31] have been observed.

Nevertheless, these methods are still not adequate for real-
world entity linking problems. This is because they generally
require a large amount of annotation data as the prerequisite.
In the absence of sufficient labeled data, the learning ability of
these methods will rapidly decline, which significantly restricts
the applicability of these methods. Unfortunately, the number
of announced data remains far from complete concerning the
vast number of real-world entities, as the statistics of each
domain shown in Table III. Logeswaran et al. [32] shows that
the linking accuracy of a full-transformer model will encounter
performance degradation when lacking training data of the
corresponding entities in a target domain (see Figure 1). On
the other hand, as a main difficulty of entity linking is the
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Fig. 1. The performance of existing models degrades dramatically when
training data of the corresponding entities and the target domain is insufficient.

lexical ambiguity of entities, most existing algorithms rely
on powerful resources of the knowledge base [33], such as
alias table [34], frequency statistics [35], entity type [36],
etc. However, such powerful resources are not available in
specific entity dictionaries (e.g., legal cases, company project
descriptions). Most existing methods can’t work well and
their performance will suffer a severe decline, especially when
predicting an entity that has not appeared before.

This makes the study of the few-shot entity linking prob-
lem gradually become a new trend [32], [37], [38]. Two
different optimization directions have been proposed to alle-
viate the lack of labeled data, and remarkable results have
been achieved: (1) External information enhanced methods
take advantage of different sources of external information
to improve the quality of data, including manually curated
mention tables [39], incoming Wikipedia link popularity [40],
and Wikipedia entity categories [37]. Among external infor-
mation sources, Wikipedia has gradually gained widespread
attention from academia. Though external source informa-
tion can provide supplementary information, these methods
inevitably have serious shortcomings. Firstly, introducing ex-
ternal information may introduce new errors; secondly, the
algorithm’s effectiveness is directly affected by the quality
of the external data, and the applicability of the algorithm
is inevitably restricted. (2) Pre-trained models, built on large-
scale textual data, have involved much knowledge which might
be useful for many relevant tasks. Meanwhile, entity linking
can obtain a better way to embed the context and entities
by leveraging massive general domain knowledge from the
pre-trained models like ELMo [41], BERT [42], and their
modifications. Recently, Wu et al. presents a two-stage BERT-
based linking algorithm BLINK [38] to solve the problem of
insufficient data from the technical level by improving the
representation ability of the model, which is the most relevant
work to us and keeps the state-of-the-art performance in this
branch.

However, this direction is still in its infancy and has two
main challenges that remained unresolved: (1) They directly
use the pre-trained models to represent the context of the

entities. Thus, the quality and quantity of knowledge that they
introduced are completely determined by pre-trained models.
In other words, the knowledge that they can acquire merely
comes from the these models, which greatly limits the model’s
performance. (2) They cannot make adjustments according
to the target domain to improve the quality of training data.
This is because human language is astoundingly complex and
diverse, and there exists a huge gap between different domains.

To deal with the above issues, we present an effective few-
shot entity linking system by leveraging a meta-learning mech-
anism (see Figure 2 for an overview). More specifically, we
first adopt a weak supervision strategy to generate in-domain
synthetic data. What’s more, in the experiment process, we
found that it is difficult to control the quality of synthetic data,
especially in the specific domains. Therefore, we design a two-
stage architecture to generate the synthetic data. Initially, we
use a heuristic method to generate the mention-entity pairs.
Then we adopt the weak supervision strategy to generate the
synthetic data based on these mention-entity pairs. In this way,
we can obtain high-quality synthetic data. Furthermore, we de-
sign a meta-learning mechanism to improve the quality of the
synthetic data. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on
real-world datasets. As shown through detailed experiments,
our meta-learning model-based approach achieves much better
performance than the state-of-the-art methods on real-world
datasets.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We propose a weak supervision strategy to generate in-

domain synthetic data to obtain more knowledge to deal
with the ever more severe lack of labeled data.

• Further, we design a meta-learning mechanism to improve
the quality of synthetic data by weighting it automatically.

• We propose a novel few-shot named entity linking system
to break through the limitation of labeled data.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on real-world
datasets with reasonable measurements, and the results
show our model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

II. PRELIMINARY

In this section, we present some preliminary knowledge
of the proposed model. Firstly, we list basic notations and
definitions in Table I. In the next, we define the relevant
underlying elements of the few-shot entity linking problem.
Afterward, we define the synthetic data generation process
for weak supervision in detail. Finally, considering that meta-
learning is an important architectural component of our sys-
tem, we present a streamlined overview and analysis of the
primary approaches to meta-learning.

A. Entity Linking

Before introducing the entity linking task, we first define
some basic concepts.

Entity. An entity e is a meaningful real-world object in a
specific knowledge base. For example, an entity in Wikipedia



TABLE I

NOTATIONS.

Notation Definition

G A knowledge base.

E, e
Entity set of a knowledge base, and

e is an entity in knowledge base.

M,m
Mention set found in texts, and m

is a mention.

φt Model parameters at the t th epoch.

w
The weight of samples in the train-

ing dataset.

T5(τ(e)) T5 model with summary task.

L, li
Loss function, specifically, li is the

loss of i th instance.

can be described by the title and description of the Wikipedia
page.

Mention. A mention is a textual phrase referring to some
entity of a knowledge base such as Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS)1,YAGO2 and so on.

In free text, there are a tremendous amount of mentions
which can provide useful information. Usually, the mentions in
short texts are labeled manually or generated by named-entity
recognition methods. Note that mentions may be represented
by a short phrase or alias in the short texts.

Knowledge Base A knowledge base is a machine-readable
source that comprises entities and their relations. We denote
a knowledge base as G = {E;R;T}, where G is a directed
graph in which nodes are entities and edges corresponding to
the subject-property-object triples, E indicates a set of entities,
R indicates a set of relations, and T indicates a set of fact
triples. Each triple (h, r, t) ∈ T indicates there is a relation r
∈ R between h ∈ E and t ∈ E.

Domain. A domain means a specialized entity dictionary
such as legal cases and company project descriptions. Each
domain has many unique entities related to a specific theme.

Entity Linking Given an entity set denoted as E from the
knowledge base G and a set of texts with mentions M labeled,
the goal of entity linking is to map the mention m ∈M to the
e ∈ E in the knowledge base G.

Few-Shot Entity Linking The few-shot entity linking is a
specific entity link task aimed at accurately linking mentions of
free texts to an existing knowledge base with minimal labeled
data. Formally, for a knowledge base G which has N entities,
we only have M linking examples {(mi, ei), 1 ≤ i ≤ M},
where M � N .

In the above definition of Entity Linking, the mentions
that emerged in the texts are predefined by various methods,

1https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/index.html
2https://yago-knowledge.org/

including entity recognition and other synthetic approaches.
The knowledge base here refers to the collection of the
entities, their semantic relations, and attributes. Generally,
entity linking is the second step after the entity recognition
process and can facilitate many tasks. Actually, some mentions
may not have corresponding entities in the knowledge base.
In our study, we assume that all mentions have their corre-
sponding entities in the knowledge base. Previous studies have
shown that entity linking is challenging due to the variations
of entity names and entity ambiguity. Many methods have
been developed to solve these problems. However, existing
entity linking methods require a huge amount of high-quality
labeled data, which may be labor-intensive. Unfortunately,
high-quality data is generally difficult to access, especially in
some specific domains. For example, mentions in the medical
domain need to be confirmed by medical experts. In such
situation, merely little data can be available. Therefore, there
is an urgent need to solve the entity linking problem in the
few shot setting. In our paper, the few-shot entity task is aimed
at linking the mentions of texts in specific domains without
enough labeled data.

B. Weak Supervision

With sufficient high-quality data, supervised methods can
gain comparable success on multiple tasks. In general, the
input instance of the supervised learning methods contains two
parts: one is the feature vector, and the other is the label.
Due to the complexity of real-world learning tasks, high-
quality labels are sometimes unavailable. In contrast, noisy
and incomplete labels with limited information can be easy
to access, which leads to the research of weakly supervised
learning [43].

Generally, for supervised learning methods, the best model
is trained on high-quality data, which is not realistic
when methods are deployed on essential conditions
without enough labeled data. Formally, given input
data X = {(x0, y0), · · · , (xm, ym), xm+1, · · · , xm+n},
where m is the number of labeled data and n is the
number of unlabeled data, the paradigm of weakly
supervised learning first generate a pseudo label y

′

i

for each unlabeled instance xi,m < i ≤ m + n
and reconstruct the training dataset as X

′
=

{(x0, y0), · · · , (xm, ym), (xm+1, y
′

m+1), · · · , (xm+n, y
′

m+n)}.
Based on the pseudo label, many supervised machine learning
algorithms can be applied on the synthetic dataset X

′
to learn

the predictive models.

C. Meta-Learning

The meta-learning mechanism is an important architectural
component of our few-shot entity linking system. In the
following, we will present an uncomplicated overview and
analysis of the mainstream approaches of meta-learning. Meta-
learning is the scientific approach of systematically observing
how different machine learning approaches perform on a
wide range of learning tasks and then by learning from this
experience, or metadata, to learn new tasks much faster than



otherwise possible. Not only does this dramatically speed up
and improve the design of machine learning pipelines or neural
architectures, but it also allows us to replace hand-engineered
algorithms with novel approaches learned in a data-driven way.

Although the continuously evolving deep neural networks
have achieved exciting results on various tasks in recent years,
existing methods still suffer from diverse deficiencies. For
example, humans can learn quickly from a tiny number of
samples, while training a neural network with desired perfor-
mance requires much more data, which leads to its inability
to learn quickly. Meta-learning is the method used to solve
this problem [44]. In this paper, we mainly take advantage
of the meta-learning methodology to adjust the weight of the
synthetic data with a small number of samples in the target
domain so that the model can quickly adapt to a new domain.

III. FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the whole framework of our
proposed model, which is denoted as MetaBLINK. As shown
in Figure 2, MetaBLINK contains two parts: “Target Domain
Mention Generation” and “Meta-Learning enhanced Entity
Linking”.

A. Target Domain Mention Generation.

We leverage the pre-training model T5 [45] to generate
many mentions for the target domain in this part. In particular,
considering the availability of labeled data in many source
domains, we collect the entity-mention pairs(denoted as (e,m))
from these source domains and then use them for training
the T5 model. In this way, each mention is generated from
an entity. To further improve the performance of our model,
we also inject knowledge of the target domain into T5 by
an unsupervised denoising task. Next, we can leverage the
trained T5 model to generate mentions for the given entities
in the target domain. Therefore, we can get sufficient synthetic
entity-mention pairs for the target domain.

B. Meta-Learning enhanced Entity Linking:

Generally, we can learn the entity linking model for the
target domain based on the synthetic entity-mention pairs
because these data can be regarded as labeled data. However,
synthetic data includes both normal cases (i.g., true samples
for the target domain) and bad cases (i.g., wrong/meaningless
samples for the target domain). Therefore, our goal is to
remove bad cases for a better entity linking model. To achieve
so, we leverage the meta-learning approach to score each
synthetic sample and then iteratively use the weighted samples
to retrain the entity linking model. In particular, the meta-
learning process needs the few-shot pairs in the target domain
to update the weights of synthetic samples. To this end, we can
get both better weighted samples and a better trained entity
linking model.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we give detailed illustration about the
MetaBLINK model. As mentioned before, we are aiming at

resolving the following questions: i) how to generate “syn-
thetic samples” ; ii) how to use the meta learning to reweight
synthetic samples for effectively training an entity linking
model.

In particular, the three questions can be answered by the
process of “Target Domain Mention Generation” , the process
of “Meta-Learning enhanced Entity Linking”, respectively.

A. Target Domain Mention Generation

To tackle labeled data lacking problem in the target domain,
we first use heuristic methods to get some samples for weak
supervision. After that, we adopt a natural language generation
model (NLG) to rewrite the mentions to generate more effec-
tive samples, which we call “synthetic samples” in the target
domain. In this section, we demonstrate the whole procedure
in detail.

The prime procedure of synthetic sample generation con-
tains two parts: exact matching and mention rewriting. To
reduce the bias introduced in generating labels on the few-
shot domain, we first utilize the enormous unlabeled data and
employ the exact matching methods to generate the data in
the target domain. To further improve the quality of generated
data, we adopt the T5 model to generate more semantic-like
data samples.

Exact Matching. Following Le et al. [46], we generate
training samples in the target domain using “Name Matching”.
More specifically, if a mention’s name matches an entity’s title,
we will link the mention to the corresponding entity in the
exact matching step. Through this heuristic method, we can
match massive samples in the target domain. Nevertheless,
there is a fatal flaw in this way. Suppose we directly train
a neural model on these samples. In such case, the powerful
models will find a shortcut——straightforward measuring the
similarity between mentions and entities’ title to resolve the
entity linking problem, rather than measuring the semantic
similarity between the context and the entities’ description.
These trivial synthetic entity-mention pairs will result in the
model being far from adequately trained, which will seriously
affect the model’s performance in the prediction process.
Though the “exact match” method ensures that mention text
matches title text, we find that there are still some errors
because an entity may have different mentions.

Mention Rewriting. To alleviate the bias mentioned above,
we leverage the T5 model. A pre-trained language generation
model that can be applied to rewrite the mentions. In this
section, we will describe how to train and inference through
the T5 model.

Initially, we will give a brief introduction of T5, and
more details can be found in [45]. T5 is an encoder-decoder
architecture based on the transformer, pre-trained on a large
corpus named “C4”. It is a unified model for NLU and NLG
tasks. By casting all NLU and NLG tasks to a text-to-text
format with different task prefixes, it can give corresponding
outputs with the same model.

In our model, we suppose the mention contains part of
semantic information of the corresponding entities, so we add



Fig. 2. Illustration of our framework. The left part (a.k.a., Target Domain Mention Generation) focuses on generating large amount of synthetic supervision
in target domain. The right part (a.k.a., Meta-Learning enhanced Entity Linking) adopts a meta-learning method to reweight the synthetic data by leveraging
the few-shot data in target domain, and learn a neural model based on weighted samples to solve the problem of entity linking.

the prefix “summarize:” to the entity’s description to force the
model to summarize the entity in a few words. We regard
the mention rewriting procedure as a summarization task. The
input is an entity’s description with ”summarize:” prefix. The
output is a mention. For example, the input is “summarize:
The Curse of the Golden Master is the fourth episode of the
third season, which was aired on April 16 ...” The output of
T5 is “the fourth episode.” Figure 3 is an illustration of the
rewriting procedure.

At first, we train T5 in the general domain:

m = T5 (τ(e)) (1)

where e is the text description of an entity and m is its
corresponding mention. τ(e) is a function that adds the prefix
“summarize:” to an entity’ s description.

Then we use the trained T5 to rewrite mentions in the target
domain:

m′ = T5 (τ(e)) (2)

where m′ is the new mention, which will replace the original
mention to form a new context. Note that the original mention
has an impact on the generated mention. In the exact match
step, mention and entity title are the same. In equation 2, entity
title and entity description are used as input.

We designed a fine-tuning strategy that allows T5 to learn
semantic information of the target domain. Specifically, we
masked the document text with specific sentinel tokens and
forced T5 to recover the original text. Through such a
procedure, T5 can adapt to a new domain without man-
ual annotation. For example, the sentence “Square Foot is
a minifigure released in October 2015” can be masked as
“Square < extra id 0 > is a < extra id 1 > released in

< extra id 2 >.”

B. Meta-Learning enhanced Entity Linking
In this section, we first introduce the general process of

leverage an deep learning model to solve the entity linking
problem, where the model takes as input each synthetic sample
(Sec. IV-B1). Next, we leverage the meta learning mechanism
to reweight training samples with the help of few real samples
in target domain, which is also knows as the denosing process
(Sec. IV-B2).

1) Entity Linking Model: In the weakly supervised dataset
{(mi, ei)}Ni=1 , each training sample contains two elements,
one is the mentions and their contexts, and the other is
the entities and their corresponding descriptions. Generally,
for mention representation learning, the mention encoder
ENCODERm takes the mention and its context as input and
output the dense representation of the mention. Similarly, for
entity embedding, the entity encoder ENCODERe takes the
entity and the description of the entity as the input and output
the dense representation of the entity.

Formally, the encoding process of a mention mi and an
entity ei can be computed in the following way:

mi = ENCODERm(mi, context(mi)) (3)

ei = ENCODERe(ei, desp(ei)) (4)

After that, the match score of a mention mi and an entity
ei can be computed by the cosine distance of their represen-
tations:

S(mi, ei) = mi · ei (5)

To optimise the entity linking model, the loss function is
designed to maximize the correct entity-mention pairs with



Fig. 3. Example of mention rewriting. In the beginning, the mention “The Curse of the Golden Master” is the same as the entity title. Then we feed the
entity’s description into the generator and it generates the new mention “the fourth episode”, which will replace the original mention. The new context and
original entity description will form a new training pair.

respect to the (randomly sampled) entities of the same batch
E(B)[38]. Formally, the loss function is defined as follows:

li(mi, ei) = −S(mi, ei)+log
∑

e∈E(B)\{ei}

exp(S(mi, e)) (6)

2) Denoising with Meta-Learning: Through exact matching
and mention rewriting, we have a large number of training
instances in the few-shot domain. And in the section IV-B1, we
give a deep learning based entity linking framework, which can
be used to train on the weakly supervised dataset. However,
part of the instances are noisy and may deteriorate the entity
linking model’s performance in the target domain. Therefore,
we need to find an effective way to select suitable instances
for the training process. Previous studies have shown that
meta-learning can be used to reweight the instances during
the training process automatically and gained relative success
in neural ranking [47]. Therefore, we adopt a meta-learning
method to reweight these synthetic data in this section.

Formally, to find the best weights for each sample, we need
a few target domain samples(seed dataset) to initialize the
training process of the weight. Therefore, Given the target
domain samples {(mi, ei), 1 ≤ i ≤ M} and the synthetic
target domain samples {(m′j , e′j), 1 ≤ j ≤ N}(M � N),
the optimization “objective” of entity linking with weighted
samples are as the follows:

φ(w) = argmin
φ

N∑
j=1

w∗j lj(m
′
j , e
′
j ;φ)

s.t. w∗ = argmin
w

M∑
i=1

li(mi, ei;φ(w))

(7)

where l(m, e;φ) is the loss on (m, e).
There are two parameters to be optimized in the training

process: the model parameter φ and the training instance
weights w∗. To solve the equation 7, following the previous
work [47],[48], we divided the optimization stage into three

iterative process: “Meta-forward Update”, “Meta-backward
Update” and “Training with New Weight”.

Meta-forward Update. Suppose the initial weight for syn-
thetic samples is w. The meta-forward update optimizes a
pseudo neural model parameter φ̂:

φ̂(w) = argmin
φ

N∑
j=1

wj lj(m
′
j , e
′
j ;φ) (8)

Note that finding the optimal φ̂ can be a time-consuming
procedure, so we can perform one gradient descent opti-
mization step with a mini-batch sample. Supposing φt is the
parameter at step t and there exist n samples in a mini-batch,
then φ̂t+1 can be calculated as:

φ̂t+1(w) = φt − α ∂

∂(φt)

n∑
j=1

wj lj(m
′
j , e
′
j ;φ

t) (9)

where α is the learning rate.
Meta-backward Update. In meta-backward update, we can

use φ̂(w) above to find the optimal weight w:

w∗ = argmin
w

M∑
i=1

li(mi, ei; φ̂(w)) (10)

Besides, here we can use one gradient descent step to
optimize w:

w∗j = wj − α
∂

∂(wj)

m∑
i=1

1

m
li(mi, ei; φ̂

t+1(w)) (11)

Following Ren et al. [47], in practice we set the initial
weight w as zero, so the formula can be changed as:

w̃j = −η
∂

∂(wj)

m∑
i=1

1

m
li(mi, ei; φ̂

t+1(w)) |wj=0 (12)

Furthermore, to prevent negative weight and make training
stable, we drop the negative weight and add normalization



step:
ŵj = max(0, w̃j) (13)

w∗j =
ŵj

(
∑n
p=1 ŵp) + δ(

∑n
p=1 ŵp)

(14)

where δ(
∑n
p=1 ŵp) equals 1 if and only if

∑n
p=1 ŵp equals

0.
Training with New Weight. After getting the new weight

w∗, the neural model can be optimized using standard back
propagation:

φt+1 = argmin
φt

n∑
j=1

w∗j lj(m
′
j , e
′
j ;φ

t) (15)

In summary, we first calculate the weight of synthetic data
based on their impact on few-shot data in the target domain,
and then we use the weighted loss to update the neural model.

We depict the training procedure step-by-step in pseudo-
code in Algorithm 1, where Df denotes the synthetic data and
Dg denotes the few-shot data. And the full training process of
MetaBLINK is proposed in Algorithm 2.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present the implementation of
MetaBLINK in detail.

For the reason that MetaBLINK is based on the BLINK[38],
most hyper-parameters are set as the same as BLINK: bi-
encoder and cross-encoder are optimized with Adam, with the
learning rate of 2e-5. The batch size is 128 for the bi-encoder.
For cross-encoder, due to meta-learning progress consumes
twice as much as initial memory, we can only set the batch size
to one. The best model is selected based on the performance
of the development set. For the synthetic data generator T5,
we select the training domains of the zero-shot entity linking
dataset as our training source and train it for 20 epochs with
a learning rate of 2e-5. Our model is trained on 2 NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs.

In the few-shot scenario, we directly select 50 samples from
the dataset as the seed for meta-learning. We obtain the seed
samples in the zero-shot scenario by filtering the synthetic
data and using a heuristic self-match method. More details
are presented in the next section.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments on
the few-shot entity linking task to evaluate the effectiveness
of our model. To start with, we introduce the related datasets
and illustrate implementation details. Afterward, we conduct
a series of analyses of the experimental results.

A. Experimental Setup

Dataset We conduct extensive experiments on the bench-
mark used in [32] to evaluate the zero-shot entity linking task.
The benchmark dataset is collected from fandom3, and the
detailed statistics are shown in Table III. Based on the string

3https://www.fandom.com/explore-zh

Algorithm 1 Learning to Reweight Synthetic data
Require: Synthetic dataset Df and seed dataset Dg , training

batch size n, meta batch size m, initial model parameter
φ0

Ensure: model parameter at time step t φT
1: for t = 0...T-1 do

// sample a synthetic batch of size n from synthetic
dataset

2: {mf , ef} ← SampleBatch(Df , n)

// sample a seed batch of size m from the seed set
3: {mg, eg} ← SampleBatch(Dg,m)

// init the weight w with zero weight and compute the
loss on the synthetic batch

4: w ← 0; lf ←
∑n
j=1 wjL(mf,j , ef,j)

// compute the gradient of φt with respect to the loss
of the synthetic batch

5: ∇φt ← Backward(lf , φt)

6: φ̂t ← φt − α∇φt
// use the updated model to compute loss on seed batch:

7: lg ← 1
m

∑m
i=1 L(mg,i, eg,i; φ̂t)

// calculate the derivative of the loss with respect to the
initial weight:

8: ∇w ← Backward(lg, w)

// determine the weight of synthetic batch:
9: w̃ ← max(−∇w, 0);w ← w̃∑

j w̃+δ(
∑

j w̃)

// truely optimize the model with weighted loss:
10: l̂f ←

∑n
j=1 wjL(mf,j , ef,j ;φt)

11: ∇φt ← Backward(l̂f , φt)

12: φt+1 ← Optimize(φt,∇φt)
13: end for

Algorithm 2 MetaBLINK Training Framework
Require: Source Domain dataset Ds, seed dataset Dg , T5,

initial MetaBLINK model φ0
Ensure: best MetaBLINK model φ

1: Generating target domain data Df , using Exact Matching
algorithm using target domain entities.

2: Training T5 with summary task and and augmenting the
target domain dataset Df by rewriting mentions.

3: Training MetaBLINK using Algorithm 1 with Df , Dg and
φ0.

overlap between mention and its corresponding entity title, the
samples can be divided into four categories: High Overlap,
Multiple Categories, Ambiguous Substring, and Low Overlap.
High Overlap refers to the set of samples whose mention text
is the same as the title text; Multiple Categories is the set
of samples whose title text is the mention text followed by a



TABLE II
EXAMPLES EXHIBITING ERRORS MADE BY THE MODEL TRAINED ON “EXACT MATCH” DATA. THE RED WORDS ARE MENTIONS AND THE ORANGE
WORDS IN THE DESCRIPTIONS ARE KEYWORDS THAT ALSO OCCUR IN THE MENTION’S CONTEXT. THE ENTITIES COLORED BY GRAY ARE WRONG

ANSWERS.

Mention Corresponding Entity Exact Match Syn

... misty suggested that she
partnered with the player and
that jack partnered with taku.
In the final event, misty asked
the player to ...

Yosuke Adachi ... his name
is changed to Taku ... Taku
and Jack Atlas duel against the
Player and Misty ...

Taku Yosuke Adachi

... sartorius wins easily without
even using one turn and he ob-
tains the controls to misgarth’
s satellite. jaden wonders what
kind of duels are in store for
the rest of the ...

SORA (satellite) SORA is the
satellite belonging to the coun-
try of Misgarth. Sartorius was
awarded the keys to this satel-
lite by Prince Ojin upon win-
ning their Duel...

Satellite (series) SORA (satellite)

... when his father came to
visit, he gave tomoya a zom-
bire figure, telling him that
this is zombire and he is the
strongest hero in America ...

Mr. Hanasaki Mr. Hanasaki, is
Tomoya Hanasaki’s father. Mr.
Hanasaki is a “Zombire” fan.
He works in America ...

The Father We Remember Mr. Hanasaki

disambiguation phrase, Ambiguous Substring refers to the set
of samples whose mention text is a substring of the title text,
while Low Overlap is the set of samples not belonging to the
above three categories.

TABLE III
ZERO-SHOT ENTITY LINKING DATASET.

Dataset Domain Entities

#Train

American Football 31,929
Doctor Who 40,821
Fallout 16,992
Final Fantasy 14,044
Military 104,520
Pro Wrestling 10,133
StarWars 87,056
World of Warcraft 27,677

#Dev

Coronation Street 17,809
Muppets 21,344
Ice Hockey 28,684
Elder Scrolls 21,712

#Test

Forgotten Realms 15,603
Lego 10,076
Star Trek 34,430
YuGiOh 10,031

To evaluate the performance of MetaBLINK under the few-
shot circumstances, we further split the samples in each of
the four test domains into training/development/test datasets,
shown in Table IV. We selected the number of samples among
{10, 20, 30, ..., 100}. Specifically, we split off 50 samples as
the training set, 50 samples for the development set and keep

the rest as the test set.

TABLE IV
FEW-SHOT ENTITY LINKING DATASET.

Domain #Train #Dev #Test

Forgotten Realms 50 50 1,100
Lego 50 50 1,099

Star Trek 50 50 4,127
YuGiOh 50 50 3,274

Evaluation protocol In the experiment phase, entity linking
can be divided into two stages: candidate generation and candi-
date ranking. We use recall and normalized accuracy (N.Acc.)
to measure the performance of the two stages separately. Note
that normalized accuracy only considers samples for which
the right entity is within the candidates retrieved by the first
stage. We use unnormalized accuracy (U.Acc.) to measure the
performance of the whole procedure, which is the product of
recall and normalized accuracy.

B. Few-Shot Entity Linking in Specific Domain

Firstly, we design comprehensive experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of MetaBLINK when only minimal
samples can be available in specific domains. We denote the
small amount of data in the target domain as seed. For the
synthetic data, we denote the data generated by T5 that is
trained only on supervised data on the source domains as syn,
and the data generated by T5 that is trained both on supervised
data on the source domains and unsupervised data on the target
domain as syn*. Note that the seed was obtained in different
ways under different settings. Under the few-shot setting, we



directly split off a few samples as the seed. Since there is
no available data on the target domain under the zero-shot
domain transfer setting, we use heuristic methods to generate
the seed. All syn refers to the same data in the paper. The
number of generated data is related to the data scale of a
certain domain. Specifically, the numbers of generated data
on the Forgotten Realms/Lego/Star Trek/YuGiOh domains are
1656, 1986, 1939, and 1103 respectively. The baselines we
compare with MetaBLINK are:

(1) Name Matching, a naive method proposed by Riedel et
al. [49] for relation extraction: if a mention matches an entity’s
name, then it is regarded as linked to that entity.

(2) BLINK, a strong baseline for zero-shot entity linking
task, proposed by Wu et al. [38], which adopts the pre-trained
model for both candidates generating stage and candidate
ranking stage. To apply BLINK in the few-shot environment,
we have made some modifications by training BLINK on the
small amount of data in the target domain (seed) and adopt it
as our baseline. We also train BLINK on different data sources
(syn and syn+seed) for exhaustive comparison.

(3) DL4EL, a denoising method proposed by Le et al. [46],
assumes a noise ratio and uses KL divergence to force the
model to select high-quality data. We refer readers to Le et
al. [46] for detailed description. Note that DL4EL’s denoising
procedure is in-batch, while the cross-encoder’s batch size is
very small, so we only apply it to the bi-encoder. DL4EL
can be applied in almost any architecture, making the model
automatically learn to distinguish high-quality data from low-
quality data and give larger weights to high-quality data.
Morespecifly, we adopted the same bi-encoder and cross-
encoder architecture as BLINK in implementing DL4EL.

Results are shown in Table V and Table VI. According to
the results, we have the following observations:

(1) Since the majority of samples belong to Low Overlap
type, the naive name matching method which only relies on
shallow surface text doesn’t perform well, indicating that we
should integrate context and description information into the
model.

(2) Despite BLINK’s powerful reading comprehension abil-
ity, merely using the seed set cannot support it to resolve exist-
ing problems caused by insufficient labeled data, which reveals
the contradiction between the huge-scale model parameters
and the minimal number of samples. Comparing it to BLINK
trained on the synthetic data, we find that high-quality seed
data lead to better cross-encoder accuracy, while synthetic data
enhances the bi-encoder significantly. It indicates that cross-
encoder is more “quality sensitive,” while a large amount
of data can help bi-encoder learn useful patterns, which is
important for recall.

(3) DL4EL doesn’t bring improvement as expected. In con-
trast, it leads to a decline in algorithm performance sometimes.
As there is no obvious “bad data” in synthetic data (such as
spelling mistakes), DL4EL cannot recognize “bad data” based
on simple data features. At the same time, due to the lacking
of high-quality seed data, the model cannot distinguish useful
data well. In contrast, MetaBLINK can combine the strength of

synthetic data and seed data. Moreover, using the seed data as
extra supervision, the model can make full use of the synthetic
data and achieve the best performance, which gains significant
improvements compared to name matching or directly fine-
tuned models.

(4) Experiments showed that this procedure could slightly
improve T5’s rewriting ability. MetaBLINK gains further
improvement by leveraging using syn* data compared to syn
data. The experimental results indicate that the additional
unsupervised denoising training step can improve the rewriting
ability of T5 via generating more fluent mentions with fewer
errors.

C. Zero-Shot Domain Transfer

In this section we evaluate our method on a more challeng-
ing setting: zero-shot entity linking. Logeswaran et al. [32]
present the zero-shot entity linking task, where they train the
model on 8 training domains and then directly evaluate the
model on 4 testing domains without the aid of any in-domain
samples. We didn’t put syn + seed because the 8 training
domains already have high quality and plenty of data. Note
that introducing the term general domain is to distinguish train
set from specialized target domains. In addition, we found
that BLINK pretrained on Wikipedia underperformed BLINK
trained only on the train set.

First, we use heuristic methods to generate the seed set
instead of directly splitting it from the original dataset. Specif-
ically, we generate high-quality seed data in two strategies:

(1) Filtering the synthetic data by some rules, such as correct
spelling, no overlapping between mention and entity title, etc.

(2) Self-match: Multiple Categories type occupies a large
proportion in the dataset, while it is rare in our synthetic data.
To fill this vacancy, we focus on entities whose title contains
a disambiguation phrase. We find the mention in the entity’s
own description which is the same as the title (excluding the
disambiguation phrase). The results are reported in Table VII.

The experimental results show that our model can achieve
better performance on testing domains compared to BLINK.
Moreover, the results are diverse across domains. In the
Forgotten Realms domain and Star Trek domain, MetaBLINK
only achieves little progress, while in the Lego domain and
Yugioh domain, it leads to obvious improvement. We suppose
it is because the “gaps” between the general domain and
testing domains are different. For example, the gap between
the Star Trek domain and the general domain is small. Thus,
it is tough to get improvement on Star Trek by leveraging
pre-trained models.

To demonstrate our hypothesis, we design a tiny experiment
to test the “gap”. Specifically, for every testing domain, we
select 500 samples for training, allowing models to be exposed
to domain knowledge sufficiently. Then we regard the im-
provement of accuracy as the “gap” between this domain and
general domain. Results are shown in TableVIII. BLINK+FT
in the table means BLINK trained on the 500 samples.The
results show that the gap between the general domain and
the Forgotten Realms/Star Trek domain is relatively small,



TABLE V
U.ACC. ON FORGOTTEN REALMS DOMAIN AND LEGO DOMAIN. SYN REPRESENTS THE SYNTHETIC DATA AND SEED REPRESENTS THE FEW-SHOT DATA

IN TARGET DOMAIN.

Forgotten Realms Lego
Method Data R@64 N.Acc. U.Acc. R@64 N.Acc. U.Acc.

Name Matching [49] - - - 19.64 - - 12.37
BLINK [38] Seed 35.27 59.02 20.82 52.68 45.60 24.02

BLINK Syn 63.82 40.33 25.74 72.88 28.59 20.83
BLINK Syn+Seed 66.75 54.10 36.11 75.52 48.80 36.85
DL4EL [46] Syn+Seed 66.71 54.10 36.09 75.12 48.80 36.65
MetaBLINK Syn+Seed 68.91 56.33 38.82 77.80 50.18 39.04
MetaBLINK Syn*+Seed 69.56 56.27 39.14 (↑ 18.32) 78.17 50.65 39.59 (↑ 15.57)

TABLE VI
U.ACC. ON STAR TREK DOMAIN AND YUGIOH DOMAIN.

Star Trek Yugioh
Method Data R@64 N.Acc. U.Acc. R@64 N.Acc. U.Acc.

Name Matching [49] - - - 12.12 - - 7.88
BLINK [38] Seed 21.57 37.08 8.00 35.00 37.70 13.20

BLINK Syn 55.61 21.31 11.85 55.77 22.84 12.74
BLINK Syn+Seed 59.82 32.14 19.23 60.72 35.11 21.32
DL4EL [46] Syn+Seed 59.91 32.14 19.26 59.20 35.11 20.79
MetaBLINK Syn+Seed 61.09 34.51 21.08 60.72 37.58 22.82
MetaBLINK Syn*+Seed 61.41 34.63 21.27 (↑ 9.15) 61.28 38.02 23.30 (↑ 10.10)

TABLE VII
U.ACC. ON FOUR DOMAINS WHEN DOING ZERO-SHOT DOMAIN TRANSFER.

Method Data Forgotten Realms Star Trek Lego Yugioh

BLINK - 84.11 74.45 72.22 66.30

BLINK Seed 84.60 74.51 73.51 68.80
MetaBLINK Syn+Seed 84.81 74.54 74.11 69.50

TABLE VIII
GAPS BETWEEN GENERAL DOMAIN AND FOUR TESTING DOMAINS

MEASURED BY U.ACC. DIFFERENCE.

Method Forgotten Realms Star Trek Lego Yugioh

BLINK 85.19 74.49 71.79 65.61
BLINK+FT 88.55 77.04 78.46 73.08
GAP 3.36 2.55 6.67 7.47

indicating that the model trained on the general domain already
acquires the abilities required in these domains. On the other
hand, the gap in Lego and Yugioh domains is relatively large,
indicating that the model has much potential. Correspondingly,
our MetaBLINK can achieve 2-4% improvement in the Lego
domain and Yugioh domain, demonstrating that our method
can help models bridge the gap between different domains.

We summarize our design thought behind the experiment

for zero domain transfer as follows: Table VII shows the
results of MetaBlink in four target domains. The improvement
on Forgotten Realms and Star Trek domains is not obvious.
We suspect this may be because the gaps between these two
domains and the general domain are relatively small. On this
basis, we experimented with Table VIII to calculate the gap
between target and general domains, and the experimental
results confirmed our conjecture. Since Table IX is to verify
MetaBLINK’s domain transferability, we abandoned Forgotten
Realms and Star Trek domains for the zero-shot domain
transfer experiment.

In the aforementioned experimental phase, we utilize syn-
thetic data as our training source, while in a zero-shot setting,
we can take advantage of general domain data. TableIX shows
the domain transfer results using different training sources.

From the results, we can find that the general domain
data and synthetic data can both improve the transferability



TABLE IX
U.ACC. ON TWO DOMAINS WHEN DOING ZERO-SHOT DOMAIN TRANSFER

USING DIFFERENT TRAINING SOURCES.

Method Data Lego Yugioh Avg

BLINK - 72.22 66.30 69.26
BLINK Seed 73.51 68.80 71.16
MetaBLINK Syn+Seed 74.11 69.50 71.81
MetaBLINK General+Seed 74.82 68.90 71.89
MetaBLINK General+Syn+Seed 74.90 69.52 72.21
MetaBLINK General+Syn*+Seed 74.90 69.55 72.23

of model. We suppose the general domain data has higher
quality while synthetic data introduces more domain-specific
knowledge, and the distinction between syn and syn* data
can be neglected when having plenty of general domain data.
Jointly using different sources can lead to nearly 3 points
average improvement.

D. The Effect of Meta Learning

In this section, we confirm the necessity of using meta-
learning. We generate bad samples by linking mentions to
random entities and test whether MetaBLINK can distinguish
bad data from normal data. Figure 4 shows the result, with the
y-axis representing the selected ratio. We can find that by the
supervision of the seed set, the model select nearly 50% of the
normal data, but only 20% of the bad data, which indicating
meta-learning plays an important role in the whole procedure.

Fig. 4. Effectiveness of meta learning: we firstly generate bad training data
by linking mentions to random entities, then we record selecting ratio of
different data source when supervised by few-shot data in target domain. The
experiment is done on bi-encoder, Yugioh domain.

E. The Effect of Mention Rewriting

In this part, we further design a series of additional experi-
ments to investigate the effectiveness of mention rewriting on
generating synthetic data. Concretely, we use Exact Match to
represent the synthetic data that is generated only based on
the strategy of exact matching. Firstly, we train BLINK on
the different data sources and compare their corresponding
linking accuracy. The results are shown in Table X. As
expected, the syn data can effectively alleviate the bias and

improve performance both on recall and ranking accuracy,
and syn* achieves slight improvement in most cases by using
an additional text denoising procedure. Table II shows some
typical errors made by the model trained on “Exact Match”
data.

Besides linking performance, we want to statistically an-
alyze the difference between T5 generated data and Exact
Match data. Specifically, we experiment to demonstrate that T5
generated data is closer to natural data distribution than Exact
Match data. We introduce the ROUGE4 metric to compare the
golden mentions’ similarity with T5 generated mentions and
exact match mentions respectively. The golden mentions are
sampled from the dataset of a specific domain. ROUGE metric
is often used in the field of machine translation to evaluate
the quality of abstract generation. As the length of generated
mentions is relatively short, we adopted ROUGE-1 as the
primary metric here. Table XI shows the F1 score between
golden mentions and different data sources. The results prove
that the mentions generated by T5 are closer to the data
distribution of the target domain.

VII. RELATED WORK

We address the problem of few-shot entity linking. Prior
attempts to make up insufficient annotation data are all subject
to one or more of the following limitations:
• The process of introducing external knowledge will in-

evitably incur additional costs, and introducing external
information may even introduce new errors.

• They depend excessively on external data, the effective-
ness of the algorithms is directly affected by the quality
of the external data, and the their utility is indispensable
restricted.

• Neither can they generate the knowledge of the target do-
main nor improve the data quality by making adjustments
according to the target domain.

Based on the techniques leveraged, existing few-shot entity
linking optimization strategies can be divided into two cate-
gories: external information enhanced strategy and pre-trained
model-based strategy. In this section, we briefly summarize
the related works from these two aspects: external information
enhanced entity linking and pre-trained model-based entity
linking.

A. External information enhanced entity linking

External information enhanced methods take advantage of
different sources of external information to improve the quality
of data, including manually curated mention tables [39],
incoming Wikipedia link popularity [40], and Wikipedia en-
tity categories [37]. Among external information sources,
Wikipedia has gradually gained widespread attention from
academia. Though external source information can provide
supplementary semantic information, these methods inevitably
have serious shortcomings. Firstly, introducing external infor-
mation may introduce new errors; secondly, the performance

4https://github.com/huggingface/datasets/blob/master/metrics/rouge/rouge.py



TABLE X
EFFECTIVENESS OF MENTION REWRITING.

Domain Lego Yugioh Forgotten Realms Star Trek

Metric R@64 N.Acc. R@64 N.Acc. R@64 N.Acc. R@64 N.Acc.

Exact Match 72.07 25.76 49.54 20.56 60.08 38.46 54.22 20.74
Syn 72.88 28.59 55.77 22.84 63.82 40.33 55.61 21.31
Syn* 73.21 29.03 56.32 23.36 64.61 40.20 55.71 21.36

TABLE XI
F1 SCORE OF ROUGE-1 USING DIFFERENT METHODS.

Domain Lego Yugioh Forgotten Realms Star Trek

Exact Match 33.70 38.01 40.18 28.85
Syn 42.91 45.90 42.26 33.98
Syn* 43.96 46.56 42.98 34.03

of the algorithm is directly affected by the quality of the exter-
nal data, and the applicability of the algorithm is indispensable
restricted.

There are recent works demonstrating that fine-grained
entity typing information enhances the linking progress [50],
[51], [52]. [32] proposed the few-shot entity linking task. They
use cross encoders for entity ranking, but rely on traditional
IR-techniques for candidate generation and do not evaluate on
large-scale benchmarks such as TACKBP [37] show that dense
embeddings work well for candidate generation. However, they
do not involve pre-training or improving the quality of the
generated data but include external category labels in their
bi-encoder architectures, which limits their linking to entities
in Wikipedia. Our approach can be seen as combining the
backbones of existing works and demonstrate for the first time
that pre-trained few-shot architectures are both highly accurate
and computationally efficient at scale.

B. Pre-trained model-based entity linking

The study of pre-trained model-based few-shot entity link-
ing is still in its infancy. While some pioneering works have
been proposed, they used the BERT-based model directly to
represent entities and related information. Wu et al. present a
two-stage BERT-based linking algorithm [38]. The first stage
does retrieval in a dense space defined by a bi-encoder that
independently embeds the context and the entity descriptions.
Then each candidate is re-ranked with a cross-encoder that
concatenates the mention and entity text. However, neither
can it generate knowledge of the target domain nor make
adjustments according to the target domain to resolve the
ambiguity of entities. It is the most relevant work to us and
keeps the state-of-the-art performance in this branch.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

In future work, we will work on investigating the remaining
bottlenecks in MetaBLINK’s performance. We next plan to
focus on the process of noise data generation; in addition,

MetaBLINK might benefit from meta-learning mechanism im-
provements and supplementary information. In MetaBLINK,
the embedding progress of entity context leaves little room for
further improvement. We will subdivide the entity mentions
and make statistics on the accuracy of different categories to
conduct a more deeply exploration in our further work.

We also expect that few-shot entity linking will rapidly
develop and attract more enriching features like global co-
herence across all entities in a document, NIL prediction,
joining entity retrieve and entity linking steps together, or
providing complete end-to-end solutions.The latter would be
an incredibly challenging task but also a fascinating research
direction. Furthermore, performing named entity recognition
and entity linking jointly to make these two tasks reinforce
each other is a promising direction, especially for text where
the named entity recognition tools perform poorly. Finally, we
will explore to improve the quality of generated mention via
leveraging the gap between the source and target domain.

Our long-term vision is to design a domain-specific entity
linking model to discover more entities and support various
downstream applications.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study of few-shot
entity linking techniques, which is inevitable and challenging
in the real world. To obtain more knowledge to deal with the
ever more severe lack of labeled data, we propose a weak
supervision strategy to generate in-domain synthetic data. To
further differentiate the quality of each synthetic data instance
for model training, we design a meta-learning mechanism that
can automatically assign different weights to the synthetic
data. We conduct comprehensive experiments on real-world
datasets with reasonable measurements, and the results show
our approach can significantly improve the state-of-the-art
methods.
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